
The Goliath Invented by Malakai 

 

It is a simple fact of combat, one that every warrior must at some point face: size counts.  No matter how good of a 

warrior you are, there is always the chance that you will run across an opponent so powerfully built that you will find 

yourself rapidly losing the fight. 

The Goliath is the powerfully built warrior.  A veritable juggernaut of power, a tower of strength, the Goliath is an 

exemplification of musculature, a being of such stature and brawn that the very ground trembles in his presence.  And 

when these physical tendencies are turned towards the applications of combat, the Goliath becomes truly terrifying 

indeed to behold. 

 

Adventures: 

There really is no set reason why a Goliath would set out on the path of adventure.  They could be a mercenary, hired 

by a caravan as protection, or a bandit out to rob the same caravan.  Perhaps they were a blacksmith or a member of 

some similarly physical occupation who got fed up with the simple life and took up the hard life on the road for 

excitement.  Simply stated, the Goliath can come from any walk of life, and have any reason to adventure. 

 

Characteristics: 

Conspicuously, the primary characteristics of the Goliath are their hulking size and overwhelming strength.  Most 

Goliaths tower over their compatriots by a significant margin, and are typically half-again as wide as the average human 

male.  All of their abilities focus in this direction, one utilizing their size and strength to their advantage. 

 

Religion: 

What religion is necessary for a being that is a force of nature unto themselves?  Most Goliaths have no use for religion, 

or if they do, they serve militant gods that please their concept of “crush first, ask questions later.”  While there 

certainly are devoutly religious folk amongst the ranks of the Goliath, it is by no means a requirement. 

 

Background: 
Most Goliaths approach their way of life from highly physical paths.  As stated above, a blacksmith makes a great 

Goliath, due to the physicality of their line of work.  Really, the Goliath can come from any walk of life where the 

opportunity exists to build a massive physique arises. 

 

Races: 
Humans, dwarves, and half-orcs make the best Goliaths, due to their natural builds and propensity for building up to a 

large size.  Elves are poor candidates, as their bodies are too willowy and frail for the task, and Halflings and gnomes 

are simply too small.  A gnome Goliath challenging a party is indeed something to be wary of.  Monstrous races happily 

embrace the Goliath class, as it fits there natural inclinations. 

 

Game Rule Information 
Despite their great advantages, the Goliath has a few hindrances due to their size.  A Goliath subtracts 10 from their 

movement rate to reflect the fact that such bulk slows a being.  Also, they can only make one attack a round, except 

under special conditions.  In addition, they cannot even think about the skill Move Silently; it is a little hard to walk 

quietly when your footsteps tend to shake the ground.  Finally, a Goliath must be of at least Medium size to start on the 

path they choose. 

 

Alignment: Any.  Goliaths run the gamut from the best to the worst of people. 

 

Hit Die: d12 

 

Class Skills 
The Goliath class skills (and the key ability for each skill) are; Climb (Str), Craft (Any) (Int), Intimidate (Cha), Jump 

(Str), Profession (Any) (Int), and Swim (Str). 

See Chapter 4 in the Core Rulebook 1 for skill descriptions. 

 

Skill Points at 1st Level: (2 + Int modifier) x 4 

Skill Points at each additional Level: 2 + Int modifier 

 



Class Features 
All of the following are class features of the Goliath: 

 

Weapon and Armour Proficiency: A Goliath is proficient with all type of weapons, and armour.  However, the 

expense of creating armor for someone as massive and abnormally-shaped as a Goliath doubles the cost of purchase for 

all armors. 

Note that wearing armour heavier than leather imposes a penalty to the ranger skills Climb, Hide, Jump, and Move 

Silently. Swim checks also suffer a –1 penalty for every 5 lbs. of armour or equipment carried. 

Crushing Attack: At 1
st
 Level and every other level thereafter,  the Goliath gains the ability Crushing Attack.  This 

ability is their natural ability to use their massive strength in an incredible, bone-crushing, tooth-jarring attack.  The 

Goliath states they are using this ability at the beginning of the combat round, and rolls an attack on their initiative.  If 

successful, the target of the attack takes regular damage, plus double the Goliath’s strength modifier. 

Slowness: Not always is size and strength a blessing.  Despite all of the wonderful special abilities, the Goliath suffers 

from one critical flaw.  They can make only one attack a round, at their highest bonus (regardless of what the table 

says.)  This is alleviated at level 20 when their mastery over their own body is greater. 

Immobility: At 2
nd

 Level, the Goliath gains control of their own density.  This renders them impossible to move unless 

they choose to be, as if their feet were rooted to the floor.  A Goliath who does not want to be moved cannot be budged 

except with an opposed Str check.  Furthermore, any opponent charging an immobile Goliath, while dealing full 

damage, takes the same amount of damage to themselves. 

Size Boost: One of the greatest advantages the Goliath has is their size.  This one-time only special ability increases the 

size category of the Goliath by one (thus a Medium-size Goliath becomes a Large-Size Goliath, and so on.)  The 

benefits associated with size can be found  on page 131 of the Core Rulebook 1. 

Stomp: At 10
th

 Level, the Goliath gains the special ability Stomp.  This attack allows them to slam their massive foot 

down on the ground, rolling an attack against the average of all enemy’s armor classes within 10 feet of the Goliath (for 

those of you who missed this part of math class, or haven’t gotten to it yet, the average is the total of all the opponent’s 

armor classes, divided by the number of opponents, thus if you have 5 opponents with armor classes 14, 13, 17, 13, and 

19, the average is 15; round fractions down.)  If the attack is successful, all opponents within 10 feet of the Goliath 

suffer 1d6 points of subdual damage and are stunned for 1d3 rounds. 

Devastation: Once per day, the Goliath may make an incredible, overwhelming onslaught against their opponent of 

choice.  This attack halves the hit points of the Goliath, but applies the same amount of damage to the attacked 

opponent.  Note that if this attack is missed, the hit points of the Goliath are still halved, and the opponent remains the 

same.  The halving is due to the fact that a Goliath pretty much just hurls their body at the opponent with no regard for 

safety. 

Dreadnought: At 20
th

 Level, the Goliath is essentially an unstoppable, awesome force of nature.  No strength check 

will move an Immobile Goliath at this level, and they take no damage from being charged, while the opponent takes the 

above-stated amount of damage from their own heedless attack.  Additionally, the Goliath at this level may finally use 

more than one attack per round, as per the listed attack bonus on the table. 

 

Table: The Goliath 
Level Base Attack 

Bonus 

Fort 

Save 

Ref 

Save 

Will 

Save 

Special 

1
st
 +1 +2 +0 +0 Crushing Attack 1/day, Slowness 

2
nd

 +2 +3 +0 +0 Immobility 

3
rd

 +3 +3 +1 +1 Crushing Attack 2/day 

4
th

 +4 +4 +1 +1  

5
th

 +5 +4 +2 +2 Size Boost, Crushing Attack 3/day 

6
th

 +6/+1 +5 +2 +2  

7
th

 +7/+2 +5 +3 +3 Crushing Attack 4/day 

8
th

 +8/+3 +6 +3 +3  

9
th

 +9/+4 +6 +4 +4 Crushing Attack 5/day 

10
th

 +10/+5 +7 +4 +4 Stomp 

11
th

 +11/+6/+1 +7 +5 +5 Crushing Attack 6/day 

12
th

 +12/+7/+2 +8 +5 +5  

13
th

 +13/+8/+3 +8 +6 +6 Crushing Attack 7/day 

14
th

 +14/+9/+4 +9 +6 +6  

15
th

 +15/+10/+5 +9 +7 +7 Devastation, Crushing Attack 8/day 

16
th

 +16/+11/+6/+1 +10 +7 +7  

17
th

 +17/+12/+7/+2 +10 +8 +8 Crushing Attack 9/day 

18
th

 +18/+13/+8/+3 +11 +8 +8  

19
th

 +19/+14/+9/+4 +11 +9 +9 Crushing Attack 10/day 

20
th

 +20/+15/+10/+5 +12 +9 +9 Dreadnought 

Moderator’s Notes:  The Goliath was used up against the Barbarian, Paladin, and Fighter classes and found to be 

roughly their equivalent.  The attacks do much more damage, due to their strength, but at the same time the limitations 

to the number of attacks per round even this out nicely.  However, it should be noted that a level 20 Goliath becomes a 

force to be reckoned with indeed, able to deal multiple attacks per round with massive damage and relatively high 

attack bonuses.  Otherwise, the Goliath is almost perfectly balanced, and far superior to comparable Prestige Classes. 


